


EUROPEAN ROULETTE
EUROPEAN ROULETTE consists of a revolving wheel called « 
roulette » with 37 compartments numbered from 0 to 36; these 
same numbers are found on the green table layout where players 
place their bets. 

From 1 to 36, half of the numbers are red, half are black. Zero is 
neither red nor black, but is a neutral colour. 

Wagers and payouts
PLEIN (straight) 
You bet on a single number............................................................ .35 to 1
CHEVAL (split) 
You bet on two numbers at the same time by placing  
your chip on the line separating the two numbers ................... 17 to 1 
TRANSVERSALE PLEINE (street) 
You bet on three numbers by placing your chip  
on the left side of a row of numbers ............................................ 11 to 1
CARRÉ (square) 
You bet on four numbers by placing your chip  
at the intersection of four numbers ................................................8 to 1
QUATRE PREMIERS (first four numbers) 
You bet on the first four numbers at the top of the grid  
(0, 1, 2 and 3) by placing your chip on the edge and  
at the intersection of the line of 0 and that of 1, 2 and 3 ..........8 to 1
SIXAIN / TRANSVERSALE SIMPLE (sixline) 
You bet on six numbers by placing your chip on the left side  
and at the intersection of two rows of numbers ..........................5 to 1
COLONNE (column) 
You bet on an entire column of numbers by placing  
your chip below the last number in the column.  
Warning! A column does not include the 0!  .................................2 to 1
DOUZAINE (dozen) 
You bet on a dozen numbers, i.e. from 1 to 12, 13 to 24  
or 25 to 36, by placing your chip on the dozen boxes  
at the bottom of the grid ....................................................................2 to 1
COLONNE À CHEVAL (split column) 
You bet on two columns by placing your chip  
at the intersection of two columns ............................................. 1/2 to 1
DOUZAINE À CHEVAL (split dozen) 
You bet on two dozens by placing your chip  
at the intersection of two dozen ................................................. 1/2 to 1
Even money wagers:  
- Red/Black: you bet on the color  
of the winning number............................................................ Even money 
- Odds/Evens: you bet that the winning number  
will be odd or even .................................................................. Even money 
- Manque: you bet that the winning number  
will be between 1 and 18 inclusive ..................................... Even money
- Passe: you bet that the winning number  
will be between 19 and 36 inclusive ................................... Even money 

When the zero occurs, all bets placed on “chances simples” (even 
money bets) are barred by the Croupier and lose half of their value. 
The player then has two options: 
- He may ask to divide his bet
- He may wait for the next spin, his bet will be freed if it wins
The player may change “chance” and his bet remains barred. 

Spoken bets are forbidden 

Approved by the Gaming Commission set up by article 25 of Law N° 1103 of 12th 
June 1987 relating to games of chance.


